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NATURALLY

inspired
B Y WA LT E R F R A N C Z Y K
P H O T O G R A P H Y B Y S A N D Y M A C K AY

A beautiful sandy beach, clean water
and idyllic surroundings keep a
Michigan family coming back to their
Canadian vacation property. They
recently renovated their summer
home and plan more improvements.
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A rtistic licence was Marshall Black’s
invitation to innovation.

Treated with a natural preservative, the exterior cedar sheathing
will eventually turn silvery-brown. TOP LEFT: Outdoor living, dining
and entertaining are essential to this family’s cottage life. ABOVE:
Builder Marshall Black impressed his clients with creativity and
attention to detail. TOP RIGHT: About 30 feet above Little Whitefish
Lake, the deck offers a panoramic view. BOTTOM: Maintenance-free
flowers survive the harshest drought.
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Sitting on the deck of the cottage he rebuilt on Little Whitefish Lake,
Black recalls telling his clients, two dentists from Michigan, about his
penchant for natural finishes – real stone and wood. “At that point, she
said, ‘I like everything you’ve talked about. Just do it,’” he says.
The husband and wife, whose property held a 1970s-era cottage, gave
Black free reign in designing the renovation and choosing all fixtures and
finishes. “We allowed him complete freedom,” the owner says. For Black,
who began his career building props and sets for films and television
shows in Toronto, this freedom was a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity. He
rewarded his clients’ confidence with innovative materials and exciting
products in an eclectic style that combines rustic and über-modern
elements. “They contrast and complement each other,” says Black, whose
company is named Marshall Black Carpentry.
As dentists, the cottage owners are both sticklers for details. Four
months after renovations began, the stunning new home was finished. The
owners were delighted. “I love everything,” she enthuses. “I love it. I love
it.” As in their own dental practice, these medical professionals expected
high quality work on their seasonal home. They got it. “The level of detail,
the finishing work, the attention they paid to detail is unbelievable,” says
the husband. “The form, fit and finish are fabulous.” Continued on page 32
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OPPOSITE LEFT: An inviting dining space, flanked by
an electric fireplace, bridges the kitchen and living
room. Hilltop Interiors, Huckleberry’s and Muskoka
Living Interiors supplied furnishings for the renovated
summer home. Colour Centre / Living Lighting furnished
the lighting. LEFT: A sandstone backsplash augments
the red cabinetry and black granite counter by First
Choice Kitchens. BELOW: A four-inch slab of polished
granite tops the dining bar. BOTTOM: Colourful LED
lights illuminate the wave wall in a living room corner.
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The cottage sits on a rocky hill, 30 feet above the lake. It has about 1,500
feet of shoreline and a wide sandy beach, next door to a vacation property
that belongs to the owner’s parents and his grandparents before them.
As a child, he spent every summer on the lake. After getting married, he
and his wife would come up for a week at a time. They then brought their
friends and their children’s friends, continuing the tradition of summers
on the lake. “We have people up all the time,” he says.
They don’t mind the drive from Michigan, which doesn’t offer them
the peaceful allure of this spot. “We don’t have anything that matches this
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in terms of beauty,” he says. “This is so spectacular.” The family uses the
cottage as a base for enjoying the lake, water sports and all those things
local residents do. “My wife manages to find every art show, every craft
show, you name it,” he says.
Black, a full service contractor in the Georgian Bay and Muskoka areas,
worked with Anderson Designs as this project evolved from a light
renovation to a partial demolition and rebuilding. Plans are but a guide,
he says. “I build organically,” he says. “I have to see the process unfold.”
Each place tells you where to go, he explains. Continued on page 34

Chosen from the 1970s-era wallpaper
that decorated the original cottage,
bright colours add a lively touch above
pine wainscoting in the four bedrooms
of the newly renovated lake house.
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One of two bathrooms in the
cottage, this private space offers
double sinks and a glass shower
sheathed in slate veneer.

Parry Sound Muskoka and the Islands of Georgian Bay
o. 705.342.1392 c. 705.774.1358 info@ryman.ca
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In the kitchen, he had First Choice Kitchens supply and install rich
red cabinetry around stainless-steel appliances and above and below a
black granite countertop. Augmenting the cookery is an island, topped
with four-inch thick, polished black granite from Muskoka Rock
Company. The island holds a wine fridge and serves as a dining bar
with stools, bridging the natural slate-floored kitchen with the living
room and dining area.
On the living room floor, Black installed sanded and stained wide
plank, rough-faced pine. “You get a nice, warm, rustic floor that is very
durable,” he says. For an ultra-modern twist, he used large tiles to create
a wave effect on white corner walls in the living room. “It was a bit of
a gamble,” he admits. Sifft Electric installed hidden LED lights that
illuminate the rippled walls in colours that change with the touch of a
remote control.
The undulating corner walls complement the wavy pattern in the
kitchen where sandstone with an oscillating pattern of two-tone grey
forms the backsplash. Surface Innovation Inc. supplied the sandstone
veneer. You can see both from the living room. Black says he challenged
himself to do things differently. “To keep the eye interested everywhere
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you looked,” he says. In the main hallway, above pine wainscoting, he
installed grass-reed wall covering. “It’s really neat stuff.”
The owner says they don’t have to put anything on the walls because
each one is an accent piece in itself. “It’s truly amazing to gaze around
and look,” he says. “All the different textures and looks, and how they go
together is very comforting.”
Black used slate veneer to sheath the shower walls in the cottage’s two
bathrooms, where Key Plumbing installed piping and fixtures. He trimmed
the interior of the windows and doors, supplied by Marvin Windows, with
barn board. Its rough, silver-grey patina complements the modern portals
and the whitewashed wainscoting throughout the cottage. The two mainfloor bedrooms have oak floors while hickory covers the upstairs bedroom
floors. Black chose colours from the 70s-era wallpaper in the original cottage
to paint the bedroom walls, above the wainscoting. Bedroom ceilings
were finished in stained pine. He kept the cottage’s original fir beams but
covered them inside with barn board. Below the staircase, facing the dining
area, he installed an electric fireplace, then surrounded it with grey rock
that stretches across the ceiling of the main hall and up the staircase wall,
creating a visual and tactile new texture. Continued on page 36
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Choice Kitchens
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RIGHT: Stonework rounds
the curved ceiling in the main
hallway while grass reed wall
covering blankets the walls. The
hall opens on a stone writing
table and double doors that
reveal and conceal the laundry.
BELOW: Innovative construction
adapts the building to the
property’s rocky terrain evident
in the cottage basement.
BOTTOM: Windows with a view
of the lake bathe the upstairs
landing in natural light.
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Outside, Black covered the building in overlapping cedar, treated
with Lifetime Wood Treatment, an-all natural preservative made by
Canadian company Valhalla Wood Preservatives Ltd. and supplied
by Rona. Although the boards now look olive green they will age to a
silvery-brown patina. “It will never rot and never need to be painted. It’s
zero-maintenance siding,” says Black.
The surrounding land is treed with white pine and hemlock, white
birch, cedar and a variety of maples, oak and beech. Larry Martin of
Black Rock Landscaping gave the terrain a finished look.
Black employs 16 people and is able to grow or shrink his crew as
needed. That flexibility allowed him to complete the project, from start
to finish, in just four months. “I was absolutely floored,” the owner says
of Black’s efficiency. The dentist says he has worked with contractors on
both commercial and residential projects. “I’ve never seen one come in so
close to schedule.” OH
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